It is with great sadness the family of Charles T. Gaudet announces his sudden passing in Fort Simpson, NT. Born and raised in Fort Norman, NT Charlie spent many years in the Delta. A graduate of Samuel Hearne High School, he went on to work for Imperial Oil and the Government of the Northwest Territories before completing his Bachelor of Political Science at the University of Victoria.

Charlie was a sports enthusiast in his younger years, and remained an avid Montreal Canadiens Hockey fan throughout his life. Charlie had great pride in his accomplishments and was meticulous with his work.

He is lovingly remembered and profoundly missed by his two sons, Timothy Gaudet and Tyler Carmichael, his mother Phoebe Arden, his brothers Arnold Gaudet, Vernon Gargon, Brian (Christina) Gaudet, Wayne Gaudet and Danny (Gloria) Gaudet, his sisters Doreen (George) Cleary, Sarah Baker, Bernice (Joe) Lavoie and Freda (Percy) Beers, in addition to numerous nieces and nephews.

Charlie was predeceased by his dad, George Gaudet, his sister-in-law, Evelyn Modeste-Gaudet and his nephew, Blaine Gaudet.

Charlie Remembered

In the Fall of ‘52 Charles T. Gaudet came anew
George and Phoebe proud as can be
First born Son to lead the family.

Grew up amongst family and friends
Ventures galore with stories that never end
Loved his red bike and drove everywhere
Had to leave it behind when he got to Grollier.

Got into sports and played everything
made lifelong friends where
he would go to dances and sing
Battered fiercely for hockey championships
for his heart never knew when to quit.

Started with Esso when school was done
Then left off for College for a B.A. and fun
Returned north to climb the Government ladder,
but Family and Friends was all that would matter.

Had two sons that he would constantly speak about.
Great love in his heart, of that there is no doubt
Pride in who he was and where he came from
Always filled with images loud and bold.

Charlie we will miss you, but you’ll always be close
Dear to the heart of family and friends
who knew you the most.